Background: Functional limitation is one of the most important health -related concerns of diabetic patients. This study aimed to identify the factors associated with functional limitation among diabetic patients using generalized additive model (GAM) as a flexible technique to reveal the non -linear and non -monotonic association between the response and a set of independent variables. Methods: The source data belonged to two cross -sectional studies conducted in 2014. A total of 694 people with type 2 diabetes in the age range of 31 -70 years were selected via convenience sampling from diabetes clinics in Ardabil and Tabriz. The data were collected by interviewers using structured questionnaires and checklists. The functional capacity was measured using the physical functioning subscale of the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36 -Item Health Survey (SF36). Participants with a total functional capacity of less than 90 were considered to have "moderate or high level of functional limitation." To identify the factors associated with functional limitation and reveal the shape of associations, the GAM procedure with "logit" link function was applied to the dataset of 378 diabetic patients without any missing data by smoothening of the effect of underlying factors. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) as the relative quality of the model's criterion was computed for GAM and compared with AIC of the simple logistic regression. Results: Sex (P = 0.029), age (P < 0.001), BMI (P = 0.029), and SBP (P = 0.04) were significant in the GAM. Moreover, age with a linear function (df = 0.98), BMI with quadratic function (df = 1.75), and SBP with the degree 1.33 were significantly related to functional capacity. AIC of the GAM was lower than that of the logistic model. Conclusions: In our sample, GAM could identify some linear and nonlinear associations between underlying factors and functional limitation in diabetic patients. These complex associations could relatively increase the fit quality of the GAM when compared to logistic regression.
Background
In past decades, there has been an increasing trend for chronic disorders with a large number of people living with such disease. The presence of chronic illness is related to unhappiness and psychological distress, physical mobility, and functional independent activities that can adversely affect the quality of life (1) . A low health -related quality of life in people with chronic and metabolic disorders has been shown in many studies (2, 3) . Thus, evaluating and improving the quality of life in patients with chronic illnesses has become a target (4) . One of the most frequent chronic diseases leading to reduced quality of life is type 2 diabetes, which is a metabolic disorder and the sixth most common cause of death and the leading cause of coronary artery disease, stroke, diabeticlifelong patient care, can affect the quality of life and has many individual, physical, and mental consequences (7) .
One of the most important health -related concerns among people with diabetes is functional limitation. The functional limitation is defined as impairment in performing daily activities such as bath, heavier activities like sports that increase mobility, strength, and endurance (8) . Several studies have shown the impact of diabetes on inability in a daily performance that enhances the chance of functional limitation (9) (10) (11) . It is obvious that assessing and identifying factors leading to functional limitation in diabetic patients would be effective in the prevention or inhibition of the progression of this consequence.
There are several statistical models to find factors affecting the outcome. Generalized Linear Models (GLM) such as logistic regression that is routinely used can evaluate the simple, linear form of associations between independent and dependent variables. However, in practice, assessing and considering the complex, non -linear form of relationships between independent variables and outcome can improve the quality of the model and reveal the nature of relationships (12) . In this regard, generalized additive model (GAM) is a flexible, effective technique for conducting non -linear regression analysis to reveal the non -linear and non -monotonic association between the response and a set of explanatory variables.
Therefore, due to the importance of identifying factors related to functional limitation and assessing the shape of association between them, the aim of this study was to determine the association between underlying factors and functional limitation using GAM and to compare its fit quality with logistic model as a member of the generalized linear models (GLM) family.
Methods
Data of this study were drawn from two separate studies conducted among patients with diabetes in Tabriz and Ardebil. The first study was conducted on a sample of 300 diabetic patients in order to investigate the association between the quality of diabetes care and health -related quality of life and mental distress in 2015. The participants aged 31 to 70 years were recruited through a convenience sampling method from diabetes clinics in Tabriz. The second study was done in 2014 on a sample of 396 diabetic patients from Ardabil diabetes clinics to investigate the association between the quality of diabetes care and health -related quality of life and functional limitation. General information needed for these studies including age, gender, weight, and height was gathered by two trained interviewers using questionnaires. Weight was measured while participants were minimally clothed without shoes and recorded to the nearest 100 g. Height was measured in a standing position without shoes using tape meter while shoulders were in a normal alignment. BMI was considered as weight (kg) divided by square of height (m 2 ).
Clinical features including blood pressure, lipid profile, sugar profile, and disease duration were drawn from clinic's records using a checklist. In the clinic records of these patients, systolic and diastolic blood pressure had been measured using a standardized mercury sphygmomanometer on the right arm. Fasting blood sugar (FBS) and total CHOL had been measured using the enzymatic colorimetric method.
More explanation of studies has been documented well (13) (14) (15) . Data from these studies were merged to provide data for the current study.
According to the literature review, clinician opinion and availability of data, the required variables for the purpose of this study were some demographic, clinical, and biochemical variables including age, gender, body mass index (BMI), hemoglobin A1C (HbA1C), systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), cholesterol (Chol), triglycerides (TG), Fasting blood sugar (FBS), highdensity lipoprotein (HDL), and duration of diabetes.
Functional limitation status was complete for all patients. The missing rate of CHOL, HDL, and TG was significantly different between study locations because of the lack of laboratory measures in the care records of patients from Ardabil clinics. Other clinical and demographic covariates were missed for some cases completely at random. After screening the information of 694 patients for needed data, casewise deletion of missing data was done and finally, 378 patients with complete data for all needed variables were included in the study.
Measuring of Functional Capacity
To determine the functional capacity in patients with diabetes, the physical functioning subscale of the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36 -Item Health Survey (SF36) was used. SF36 has been translated and validated in Iran and the results of the validation study suggest that it is a valid and reliable questionnaire to assess healthrelated quality of life among the Iranian population (16) . This short form contains ten questions in the field of functional disorder caused by chronic diseases such as diabetes (5) . The questionnaire that was completed by trained interviewers at the diabetes clinic included 10 questions about daily physical activities such as bathing, shopping, and doing housework with the answers of three options: 1. I have a lot of trouble, 2. I have a little problem, and 3. I have no problem.
The total score of dysfunction was calculated for each patient based on the sum of the scores of 10 items and scale 2
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-up of this summation to 100. The higher scores indicated a better physical functioning. According to the references, scores from this scale were categorized as follows: no limitation (score of 100); minor limitation (score 90 -99); moderate limitation (60 -89); and severe limitation (score 0 -59). For this study, those with a total score of less than 90 were considered to have "moderate to severe functional limitation" and patients with score ≥ 90 were considered as patients without any limitation or just with minor limitation (17) (18) (19) 
Statistical Analyses
Data normality was checked using KolmogorovSmirnov test and some visual methods such as histogram, Q -Q plot, and skewness and kurtosis indices.
Mean ± SD was used to describe normally distributed data and non-normally distributed variables were transformed to log-scale and described as geometric mean (geometric SD). Means of variables were compared between two groups by using independent t test.
The GAM procedure was applied to the dataset of 378 diabetic patients without any missing data by smoothening the effect of covariates. We also fitted an ordinary logistic regression model (from GLM family) that considers only the linear form of the explanatory variables in the model. As a criterion of the relative quality of statistical models for a given dataset (20) , AIC was computed for both the models.
Generalized Additive Models (GAM)
Generalized linear models (GLM) are an extension of linear models to the exponential family of distribution. In these models, the response variable has an exponential family distribution with a mean (µ), assumed to be affected by independent variables only through the linear combination of them. Generalized additive models (GAM) extend the parametric form of independent variables in the GLM to nonparametric forms where the response variable has a probability density function from the exponential family. GAM uses a link function to establish an association between the mean of the response variable (µ) and a smoothed function of the explanatory variables. Due to the flexibility of GAM compared to the traditional parametric modeling tools, it is used for handling the non-parametric regression.
GAM is defined as: (1) 
Where µ = E (Y | x 1 …x p ) and s j are smoothers defining the additive component. The GAM approach replaces the simple products of parameter values, time, and the values of independent variables with a spline smoother for each variable. The degrees of freedom are specified for the spline smoothers by GAM (12) .
There are many smoothers to estimate the unknown functions such as kernel smoothers, regression splines, and cubic smoothing splines. "mgcv" package for GAM uses regression splines as smoother. In this study, GAM with "logit" link function and REML method to find the appropriate degrees of freedom for each covariate was used to identify linear and nonlinear associations between age, sex, BMI, duration of disease, HDL, Chol, TG, FBS, SBP, DBP, and HbA1C as independent variables and functional limitation as dependent variable. Also, we adjusted the effect of the location (Tabriz vs. Ardabil) in our model.
To determine the relative quality of the models, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was computed for GAM and compared with AIC of its equivalent logistic regression. Statistical analysis was performed by R 3.3.1 software ("mgcv" package) and P < 0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance.
Results
Of the 378 diabetic patients, 255 (67.46%) had a moderate or severer functional limitation. This outcome was more prevalent in females than in males so that, from 255 females, 72.3% had functional limitation while this proportion was 58.1% in males (P = 0.005). The basic clinical characteristics of diabetic patients according to functional limitation status are presented in Table 1 . In our data, FBS, HDL, and TG had a non-normal distribution. Thus, we used log transformation, compared them in log -scale, and reported geometrical means (geometric SD) for them. In addition, because of different behavior of HDL in males and females, we reported it separately for male and female participants. Age, BMI, and duration of diabetes were significantly higher in patients with functional limitation.
Associations between functional limitation and explanatory variables resulted from ordinary logistic regression with the linear from of variables, adjusted for location, are shown in Table 2 . According to this model, sex (P = 0.024) and linear forms of age (P < 0.001), HDL (P = 0.040) and TG (P = 0.032) were significantly associated with functional limitation.
The results of GAM are given in Table 3 . A degree of freedom equal to one shows the linear association and a degree Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FBS, fasting blood sugar; HDL, high density lipoprotein; SBP, systolic blood pressure; TG, triglyceride a Normally distributed variables described as mean ± SD and compared using independent t test between two groups.
b Non -normally distributed variables described as geometric mean (geometric SD) and compared in log -scale between two groups using independent t test. of freedom higher than one shows the nonlinear association and a df about zero indicates no effect of the covariate on the outcome. After adjusting for location, Sex (P = 0.029), Age with linear effect (df = 0.98, P < 0.001), BMI with the degree of freedom df = 1.75 (P = 0.029), and SBP with df = 1.33 (P = 0.04) were significantly associated with suffering from functional limitation. HDL (df = 1.07) and TG (df = 0.69) had a borderline significant effect on the risk of functional limitation. R squared of the GAM model (the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is predictable from the independent variables) was 25.9%. Figure 1 represents the shape of associations between explanatory variables and functional limitation in diabetic patients.
AIC for GAM (392.68) was lower than AIC of the logistic model (AIC = 398.83).
Discussion
In this study, GAM was used to assess associations between functional limitation and some demographic, clinical, and biochemical characteristics. The results showed some linear and nonlinear associations. In the present study, it was found that in addition to linear associations (for age), some slight non -linear functions of SBP and BMI were associated with functional limitation. Although there was no strong non-linearity in our data, considering these slight nonlinear relationships in the model could improve the quality of GAM compared to logistic model just with the linear form (degree 1) of variables according to their AIC. Since in the common regression models, we do not have enough knowledge about the nature and form According to the results of GAM, there were significant or borderline associations between the factors of age, BMI, SBP, HDL, and TG with impaired daily functioning. This is because these variables are linked with disease control in patients with diabetes (19) and the poor control of diabetes has a direct impact on the development or progression of symptoms of functional limitation (9) .
Females were more likely to suffer from functional limitation. This finding is supported by other studies (21) . A reason for high functional limitation among females could be their higher BMI compared to males, which is associated with functional limitation.
Duration of diabetes in this study had no significant effect on functional limitation. Probably, the correlation between this variable and age is the reason for the nonsignificant effect of this variable and age could partly convey the information of the duration of diabetes.
In the case of blood pressure, the logistic model showed the non -significant linear inverse association of SBP with functional limitation in the sense that always an increase in blood pressure leads to a decrease in the odds of having functional limitation that is not consistent to our expectation. This is while the GAM model shows a slight nonlinear relationship with concavity upward between these variables, which indicates that SBP with degree 1.33 (see Figure 1 ) at first, decreases and then increases the risk of functional limitation and the relationship is not linear. This shows that it is essential to use methods such as GAM to detect the shape of relations and GLM is not able to reveal such complicated functions.
The results of the study in Iran done by Salehi and colleagues in determining risk factors for retinopathy using the GAM in diabetic patients show significant non-linear relationships of diabetes duration, hemoglobin A1C, and systolic blood pressure with diabetic retinopathy so that the duration of diabetes and hemoglobin A1C with degree 5 and systolic blood pressure with degree 2 were associated with retinopathy outcome (22) . Other studies carried out on the risk factors associated with functional limitation in diabetic patients also show that poorly controlled diabetes (based on hemoglobin A1C) was associated with functional limitation and people with poor control and higher hemoglobin A1C had greater impairment and disability in daily functioning compared to those with better control of the disease (9). However, similar studies using GAM to examine factors associated with functional limitation and determining the shape and kind of relationship between risk factors and functional limitation were not found in our search.
Limitation
One of the limitations of this study was the presence of missing data. In this study, missing data were excluded from the analysis and imputation of missing data was not performed. However, according to the pattern of the missing that could be considered random and with regard to the calculation of sample size for regression, the sample size for analysis appeared to be sufficient, and the results indicated an acceptable precision of the estimations; but the lack of complete information of all patients is a limitation of the study. Another limitation of this study is that some important variables were not available; thus, they were not included in the models. Furthermore, due to the sampling method, the study sample might not be representative of all diabetic patients in Ardabil and Tabriz.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, GAM with the identification of linear and nonlinear relationships between risk factors related to functional limitation could slightly increase the quality of the model compared to the logistic model with linear forms of the variables.
